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Abstract 
Atomically precise manufacturing (APM) seeks to produce materials and devices with each 
atom in its designated position. Here we are developing self-assembling molecular printers as 
prototypes of integrated nanosystems for APM. In doing so, we will establish a baseline 
technology where none currently exists. Our three-year goal is to demonstrate two 
architectures for DNA-based 2D printers, validate their performances in patterning on a DNA-
origami canvas with <5-nm-pitch grid spacing, and characterize the error and failure rates of 
these prescribed functional behaviors. We envision first-generation MAM nanosystems 
implemented as DNA-origami frameworks constructed with sub-nanometer precision by self-
assembly. These prototypes will be actuated by cycles of DNA strand displacement and will 
achieve positioning accuracies on the order of a nanometer; the performance of the systems 
will be validated using electron microscopy and super-resolution fluorescence microscopy. 
DSD-MAM nanosystems will operate at low speeds and with high failure rates, and will be 
restricted to mild aqueous environments. Nonetheless, they will allow exploration of the 
potential of APM and will initiate a bootstrapping cascade of molecular machine-tool 
development. When they become sufficiently robust, first-generation devices will direct the 
assembly of next-generation MAM nanosystems from highly crosslinked, multi-nanometer-
scale building blocks synthesized by bulk chemistry (e.g. spiroligomers). The improved 
materials properties, including enhanced rigidity, of these and subsequent generations of 
printers will advance manufacturing precision, driving parallel improvements in the local control 
of chemical-bond formation. This bootstrapping evolution – which parallels the development of 
machine tools during the first industrial revolution – will continue until APM becomes a practical 
manufacturing technology.
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